HANGING GUIDELINES
USING D-RINGS

D-Rings Hanging System

Your artwork comes with two D-Rings securely attached to the back of your artwork.

Hanging Hooks

Make sure to use the correct hanging hooks for the right surface.

These are examples of DRY WALL hooks. Be sure to use hanging hooks with the proper rated weight for your image size.

Quick checklist before hanging...

- The type of hanging hardware to display your Peter Lik fine art photograph depends on the type of wall the photograph will be displayed (i.e., a brick wall will require different hangers from a drywall finish). Please consult with a professional when choosing the types of hanging equipment.
- Artwork is best viewed at eye level.
- Use a level when positioning your Wall Cleat onto the wall.
- It’s best for two people to hang your artwork to the wall.
- Always use caution when hanging heavy frames.

Positioning Your Hanging Hooks

1. Measure the width between the two D-Rings.
2. Then measure the height (top of the frame to your D-Rings). Mark on the wall where your measurements are and where you want the artwork positioned. Those two marks will be where you will place your Hanging Hooks.

IMPORTANT:

Never string a wire between the two D-rings.
If you do this with a wire, it will break the D-rings and separate the corner joints of your frame. Always use caution when hanging heavy frames. We recommend having separate hanging points; each D-ring should hook onto a picture hanger and/or anchor that is secured into a mounted surface.

Questions or Concerns?

If you have further questions, consult your local hardware store or contact Collector Experience at RMA@lik.com.

Disclaimer

Hanging should be carried out by an experienced professional, and as such, these Guidelines are provided for information only. Peter Lik and LIK USA are not responsible for personal injury and/or property damage notwithstanding your proper adherence to these Guidelines.
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